
MAARC Meeting Minutes October 16, 2021 

The October MAARC meeting was held on Saturday, Oct. 16, 2021 on Zoom due to the Province of New 
Brunswick being in a lockdown situation to serve as a circuit breaker to CoVid. There were 17 members in 
attendance. At the beginning of the meeting, as per Robert's Rules of Order a motion was made to 
declare the number of members in attendance to be a quorum. This motion was made by President 
Gilles, VE9NW and seconded by André, VE9ARG. The motion passed. The following additions to the 
proposed agenda were made: Agenda number 11, Wi Fi from the clubhouse to the repeater site was 
added by Don, VE9CUB and number 12, using MAARC callsigns at those EOC's that don't have an 
amateur radio callsign. This would only be used on an actual emergency, if required. Added by JP, 
VE9BK. A motion by Keith, VE9ELA and seconded by Mike, VE9MTV to add these two items was voted 
on and the motion passed. 

A motion by Oscar, VE9OSK and seconded by Larry, VE9ASB was made to accept the minutes of the 
September meeting. The motion passed. Out of business a raising from the minutes, MAARC is still 
looking for a member to chair the Tek-Talk portion after the monthly meetings. Also, still looking for any 
members who may want to make a presentation of interest to the members. 

The Packet Radio Station at the clubhouse is back on the air. Marcel, VE9ML and Ross, VE9GCS 
installed a 2 meter Ringo Ranger antenna on the roof at the clubhouse so the packet station should have 
a stand alone dedicated antenna. When Gord, VE1AJF and Cam, VE9CAM became aware of this, they 
wasted no time in getting the MAARC packet station back up and running. Thanks to all. Some talk about 
TNC's and sound cards and computers for packet use. A suggestion to visit Ron, VE1AIC's website as he 
has much more info on this subject. Also, a suggestion was made to contact Ron, VE1AIC with the 
correct callsign for the MAARC Packet Station. The BBS is listed as VE1FUN while it is actually VE9MPF. 
A suggestion was made by JP, VE9BK to hold off as CARG may have use of the VE1FUN call for a 
CARC Packet Station. 

The work done by Cam, VE9CAM and Gord, VE1AJF to link the repeaters has born fruit and all the linked 
repeaters are all working well. The Nova Scotia Wakeup Net is now on the Moncton UHF repeater Mon-
Fri from 7:30am - 8:30am. There is a need to update the MAARC website with the latest links. Under the 
Silent Key Plaque, the following names will be added: Pat Gilles, VE1PAT, Rick Sullivan, VE9RWS, Bob 
Anderson, VE9BMA and Jack O'Dell, VE9JK. If there are other members who have passed during these 
CoVid times, please let Larry, VE9ASB know so they can be added. 

Keith, VE9ELA and JP, VE9ADV had scheduled a sit down with Larry, VE9ASB to look at the books but 
the day before the scheduled meeting, the circuit breaker lockdown went into effect. They will re-schedule 
as soon as the lockdown is lifted. Now would be a good time for members to pay their dues for 2022. 
Dues are $25 and run until December 31, 2022 and dues can be made via E-transfer at 
MAARCMAILBOX@GMAIL.Com 

Larry, VE9ASB gave a treasurer's report and advised that there has been no cash income in the last 
month and the current monthly payments of $4 to the bank for a business account and $100 to Bell Aliant 
for Internet service. He suggested upping the dues to $30 next year. The club insurance will need to be 
re-need in January and that will lighten the account a lot. Kenny, VO1KJM suggested the club may want 
to talk with the Bell Pioneers Club and see if they can help pickup the bill or get it reduced. He has agreed 
to speak to Bell about getting our bill reduced. He also suggested talking with NB Public Safety, next door 
to the clubhouse and see if they can run a dedicated line over for us so we can get their Wi Fi for free. A 
motion ta accept the treasurer's report was made by Kenny, VO1KJM and seconded by Paul, VE9PAL 
and passed. 

JP, VE9BK said things have been quite with CARG. He is waiting to hear if there will be a pumpkin patrol 
this year. He also advised that this year, the Simulated Emergency Training (SET) exercise will involve 
mobile units sent to various locations to see how coverage from those areas are. He suggested the club 
should approach the local MLA's about some of their extra slush fund money they have every year. 



Mike, VE9MTV has been in talks with the Fire Chief in Shediac  and will report back on any progress 
made there. Mike, VE9MTV also again stated that the Wi Fi to the repeater site, required for Fusion and 
DMR, has been going out during the Fusion Net and then coming back on line about 10 minutes later. 
This caused the VE9MFR repeater to be off the air during that length of time. We have been advised that 
everything we need to use the MESH backbone to get the internet signal from the clubhouse to the 
repeater site is already installed. What we need to do is move some of the MESH antennas and point 
them at the repeater site. Ross, VE9GCS will speak to Jamie, VE9GOM and see if he can do this before 
winter arrives. It was advised that Steve, VE9SF and Mathieu, VE9MDB are the club's Internet go to 
guys. 

A motion by JP, VE9BK was made to utilize the following club callsigns at EOC's that don't have their own 
Amateur callsign: VE1EV, VE9MSR, VE9MSC and VE9EMM. The understanding is they will only be used 
for emergency use and he will approach the EOC's about getting their own callsign. The motion was 
second by Ross, VE9GCS and the motion passed. A motion to adjourn was made by Ross at 11:25am 
and the meeting concluded. 


